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The SHAKING

The “SHAKING” prophesied in the Book of Haggai will “destroy the power of the
kingdoms of the nations”, and result in the rise of the “Holy Nation” – God’s EndTime Temple and Firstfruits Kingdom!
Knowledge is Power. What knowledge common to these kingdoms controls all of the nations
today?
Is there a common global “mental construct” that is being used to enslave all nations to these
“kingdoms” of the “elites”? Will the destruction of this “mental construct” coincide with the
supernatural “work” of rebuilding God’s End-Time temple – His “Pentecost Nation“?
Hag 2:6-9; 20-23
6 “For thus says the LORD of hosts, ‘Once more in a little while, I am going
to shake the heavens and the earth, the sea also and the dry land. 7 ‘I will shake all
the nations; and they will come with the wealth of allnations, and I will fill this
house with glory,’ says the LORD of hosts. 8 ‘The silver is Mine and the gold is Mine,’
declares the LORD of hosts. 9 ‘The latter glory of this house will be greater than
the former,’ says the LORD of hosts, ‘and in this place I will give peace,’ declares
the LORD of hosts.”
20 Then the word of the LORD came a second time to Haggai on the twenty-fourth day
of the month, saying, 21 “Speak to Zerubbabel governor of Judah, saying, ‘I am going
to shake the heavens and the earth. 22 ‘I will overthrow the thrones of
kingdoms and destroy the power of the kingdoms of the nations; and I will
overthrow the chariots and their riders, and the horses and their riders will go down,
everyone by the sword of another.’ 23 ‘On that day,’ declares the LORD of hosts, ‘I
will take you, Zerubbabel, son of Shealtiel, My servant,’ declares the LORD , ‘and
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I will make you like a signet ring, for I have chosen you,’ ” declares the LORD
of hosts.

It appears from these verses that this ‘SHAKING” will result in all nations bringing their wealth (silver
and gold – NOT fiat currencies!) to the “house” of God that will exist in a place where peace reigns.
Where in the world is this place TODAY?
Right now, this place does not exist… YET. Neither is any nation on earth willing now to give up any
of their silver and gold!
So something drastic and supernatural must be going to happen on earth to bring about such a
dramatic changes in circumstances and attitudes!

That is what “The SHAKING” will bring about!
Given that God is still following His TYPE-ANTITYPE methodology in teaching man-kind His
Principles, Laws, and Truths, it should be apparent that the events in Haggai are truly meant to teach
and prepare man-kind for a future fulfillment of a comparable event… only an event that is MUCH
BIGGER in MAGNITUDE and SIGNIFICANCE, because it is directly tied to the next TWO BIG
EVENTS in God’s MASTER PLAN for man-kind – HOLYDAYS 2 & 3! It will “shake all the nations”
because it will “shake the heavens and the earth”!
Could “The SHAKING” be related to something that recently gained attention starting in 2015 when
the HELIOCENTRIC PARADIGM of the Universe began to be seriously challenged by
the GEOCENTRIC “FLAT EARTH” PARADIGM disclosures from ordinary researchers?
Now there appears to be a mounting controversy over this “FLAT EARTH” PARADIGM.

Why?
If it is so OBVIOUS that we live on a round earth spinning around a sun that is also spinning around a
galaxy, then why is this idea gaining any attention at all?
Perhaps it would be best to first look at the history of this idea at:
http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/2017/01/the-history-of-flat-earth.html
Polaris Proves the Flat Earth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-lT2EZJ69E
Sun, Moon, and Stars Prove the Flat Earth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5LzJrVKmBk
Flat Earth: Six Emergency Landings that prove the earth is Flat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzmjDFv23Ng
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Planes CRASH into “Invisible Shield” of Flat Earth’s Dome Firmament in Antarctica
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QtybmBcSfLE
Height x Strength of Dome Firmament REVEALED in Operation Fishbowl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54Ku3i-zl8U
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Fishbowl

Photograph – by George Rayner, Antarctica, circa 1920s (Water ripples showing through the
transparent Dome/Firmament “Wall”? See image below.)
https://collections.museumvictoria.com.au/items/393656

Sunset with
clouds behind the sun – Flat Earth Photography Nikon coolpix P900
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qW-jUP-yAkQ
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SHOCKING !!! -Proof SUN And MOON Are Within
The Firmament Dome [crepuscular rays]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luq_OB1rMVQ
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Under The Dome – Documentary (Edge of the firmament)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BxHP9T6480
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https://planefinder.net/ – No real southern hemisphere nonstop flights!

https://planefinder.net/

Flat Earth Map

If, after viewing the above information, you think that this idea has some merit, I suggest that you
spend more time researching both sides of this issue thoroughly for a few days or weeks.
Now, after doing this research, let me propose a scenario that I believe is playing out right now,
even though I cannot prove it. We will have wait and see what happens in the next few months to see
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if this proposition is correct. But here is my best guess, at this point, about what is really going on in
this world concerning this issue.

I believe that soon the “FLAT EARTH” idea will reach “critical mass” and then the
“masses” will finally realize that the “FLAT EARTH” idea is TRUE! This
“AWAKENING” will be part of the fulfillment of “The SHAKING” of the “heavens and
the earth” and “all the nations” prophesied in Haggai 2.
I believe that this disclosure is a necessary first step in preparing man-kind to be able to accept
the NEXT BIG EVENT – “The SHAKING” from God that will soon occur on earth as the LITERAL
PROOF of the existence of CREATION and its CREATOR. This NEXT BIG EVENT – “THE
SHAKING” – is the DESERT MIRACLE that fulfills HOLYDAY #2.
It is important to realize that the GEOCENTRIC PARADIGM was widely held by all cultures as the
truth about the earth until the 1900’s, when it was dramatically and forcefully replaced by the socalled “scientific” HELIOCENTRIC PARADIGM.

But WHY? WHY was this big change in our worldview forcefully injected into our
collective consciousness after thousands of years of our believing in a Flat Earth?
Was there an ulterior agenda behind this PARADIGM SHIFT? Who profited from this change? Can
we “follow the money” and power centers to discover a possible motive?
Well, here is what I think happened.
After WWII, the Nazis escaped to Argentina, and from there to Antarctica, a place that they had
previously discovered during the war and where they then decided to move to in order to establish a
new “homeland”, since they knew that they were going to lose the war. Eventually, in this new
homeland, these Nazis also discovered “The Dome Firmament” (Gen 1:6-8, 14-18) as well as other
ancient technology from the pre-Adamic angelic civilization that was sent to prepare the earth for
Man-kind beings whom the Creator had planned to transform into very God-plane beings, beings that
would be even more powerful than these pre-Adamic angels (Heb 2:5-8) [See NOTE 1].
Eventually, news of all of this activity in the Antarctica reached the rest of the “elites” of the world.
These rich “elites” also wanted in on this ancient technology. The United Nations was formed
in 1945 presumably to form a “Global” initiative against future wars, but I believe its initial secret
agenda was about garnering world support for countering the threat of the Nazis in their new
Antarctica homeland.
Then, in 1947, the United States commissioned Admiral Byrd to head “Operation Highjump”
which was portrayed as a scientific expedition to Antarctica, even though many warships traveled with
it. I believe that this expedition had two main missions: 1) Take over the Nazi bases there and seize
the ancient technology that they had discovered; 2) Determine how “high” mankind could “jump”
into the sky before hitting the “Dome Firmament” that it was rumored that the Nazis had
discovered. It is evident that Mission #1 failed. The takeover attempt was quickly defeated by the
Nazis using superior UFO and laser technology. But I believe Mission #2 succeeded. They most likely
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did discover just how “high” (and “far”) mankind can “jump” before hitting a seemingly solid “Dome
Firmament” when several of their planes mysteriously went missing during the expedition… by
crashing into this invisible force field that may be many miles beyond the initial Antarctica ice wall
that surrounds and encircles the earth as part of the “Dome”.
Evidently other nations were discovering this same “Dome Firmament” with their own expeditions.
Another expedition named “Operation Deepfreeze” in 1955-1957 was executed to further study
Antarctica. Then, in order to prevent the news of this mind-blowing fact from reaching the world at
large, the Antarctica Treaty was signed by all nations in 1959 to prevent future exploration
of Antarctica, especially by the general public. Just imagine for a moment what would have
happened if the entire world suddenly became aware of the fact that we live in a closed
earth-dome system. Their carefully-crafted HELIOCENTIC PARADIGM of reality which formed
the basis of their ideas of evolution, pantheism, alien-seeding of humanity, etc. would have been
shattered. The “elitists” plans to become humanity’s gods and saviors would evaporate, and they
would lose all of the energy-harvesting of their human sheep-slaves. They would then have to work for
a living like everyone else! And worst of all, belief in CREATION and a CREATOR would be
confirmed! THIS OUTCOME WAS/IS UNTHINKABLE TO THE ATHEISTIC PANTHEISTIC
ELITISTS!
Consequently, what was needed was a powerful organization to implement a massive
propaganda campaign to promote a belief in the reality of “Outer Space”. So,
in 1958, NASA was created to explore “Outer Space”. This was a BIG undertaking, requiring a lot of
MONEY. After all, it was EXPENSIVE to “go where no one has gone before”! Now remember, the
“elitists” already KNEW that a “Dome Firmament” truly existed from the results of the Antarctica
expeditions, but they did not know how extensive or solid that “Dome” was. So more Operations
involving many nations were initiated, named “Operation Dominic” and “Operation Fishbowl”
which were executed in 1962 to do more measurements on the “Dome Firmament”. During these
operations, many nuclear missiles were fired into the “Dome” and many measurements were taken to
assess the Dome’s extent and strength, and especially how these explosions affected communication
signals that were bounced off of the “Dome” to facilitate global transmissions. After finishing their
tests, all nations decided to ban future nuclear testing of the “Dome”, and so the Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty was signed on August 5, 1963.
Now, after all of this “testing” was completed, the Elitists truly realized this “Dome” extended over
the entire sky above, and that it was impenetrable.
Job 37:18
“Can you, with Him, spread out the skies, Strong as a molten [metal]mirror?”

They also then knew that the sun, moon, stars and all of the “planets” (wandering stars)
were all INSIDE THE DOME!

These Dome Test Results were DANGEROUS – TOP SECRETINFORMATION!
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The Elitists realized that if any of this information ever got out into the general public that their “New
World Order” plan for uniting the world under them against an alleged enemy from “Outer Space”
(aka “Project Blue Beam“) would be totally exposed as the BIGGEST FRAUD IN HISTORY!
These Elitists would lose control over the world, lose the reward they were promised from the PreAdamic angels, and would then actually have to work for a living themselves, instead of harvesting all
of the energy of other people, making everyone else their slaves!
Now, the news of recent trends showing an increasing public awareness and credibility of the “FLAT
EARTH” PARADIGM have the Elitists very concerned. CONTROL AND CENSORSHIP OF THE
NEWS is now their number one priority in order to stop the disclosure of this particular
truth from reaching “critical mass” – when public opinion on this issue turns from skepticism and
ridicule to serious consideration and acceptance.
We are now at a TIPPING POINT in this FLAT EARTH CONTROVERSY.
This TIPPING POINT will shift when “THE SHAKING” prophesied as HOLYDAY #2occurs as
the DESERT MIRACLE!

NO ONE CAN STOP “THE SHAKING” CAUSED BY HOLYDAY #2 !!!
This is when the floodgates of faith in CREATION and a CREATOR will blow wide open, and then the
truth about the earth being FLAT and enclosed in a protective “Dome Firmament” will easily be
accepted, by realizing that it was declared into existence as such by the Creator, just as He had it
recorded for us in Genesis 1:6-8, 14-18.
Gen 1:6-8
6 And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide
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the waters from the waters. 7 And God made the firmament, and divided
the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which were above
the firmament: and it was so. 8 And God called the firmament Heaven. And the
evening and the morning were the second day.
Gen 1:14-18
14 And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the
day from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years:
15 And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the
earth: and it was so. 16 And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the
day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. 17 And God set
them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth, 18 And to rule
over the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness: and God
saw that it was good.
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It is also important to realize that the world will have a living example of a similar sort of “Dome
Firmament” existing when God will place a special covering – a protective “CANOPY” – over the
entire area of the DESERT MIRACLE OASIS where HIS PEOPLE, the HOLY PENTECOST NATION,
will be living during its Mission of fulfilling HOLYDAY #3. Again, the Creator appears to be using
His TYPE-ANTITYPE METHODOLOGY in confirming the reality and reliability His Word to Mankind so that they will have a reasonable basis and probable cause to trust Him in this temporary life,
and in an eternal life to come.
Isa 4:5-6
5 then the LORD will create over the whole area of Mount Zion and over her
assemblies a cloud by day, even smoke, and the brightness of a flaming fire by night;
for over all the glory will be a canopy. 6 There will be a shelter to give shade from the
heat by day, and refuge and protection from the storm and the rain.

[NOTE 1]: In the course of these preparations of the earth, I believe that some of these pre-Adamic
angelic beings (spirit entities) became jealous of Man-kind becoming God-like and more powerful
than them, and so they decided to destroy Man-kind and the entire earth in order to thwart God’s Plan
for Man-kind – the Plan as outlined by the Creator’s SEVEN ANNUAL HOLYDAYS declared in
Leviticus 23.
These same Pre-Adamic angels who developed these ancient Antarctica bases therefore aligned
themselves with these Nazis because they had the same negative and domineering energy, and could
thereby be easily manipulated to become their willing agents to destroy this earth and Man-kind.
Perhaps these angels had promised the Nazis a way out of the “Dome Firmament” so they then could
live in the Third Heaven above and outside “The Dome” where the Creator resides, and then
eventually even defeat God and reign with these “angels” over the entire Universe. Quite an
enticement, huh?
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Published on Feb 8, 2017
“The President And The Press” The FULL Speech with the ACTUAL hand held notes he spoke from!
There are tons of similarities between JFK’s speech given *APRIL 27th 1961* and President Donald J
Trumps’s policies and beliefs on The Press, MSM, Fake News, Secret Societies, and the role of the US
Govt, the First and 2nd Amendments and it’s role as being there FOR the people.
JFK:
“The very word “secrecy” is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently
and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and secret proceedings. We decided long
ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed
the dangers which are cited to justify it. Even today, there is little value in opposing the threat of a
closed society by imitating its arbitrary restrictions. Even today, there is little value in insuring the
survival of our nation if our traditions do not survive with it. And there is very grave danger that an
announced need for increased security will be seized upon those anxious to expand its meaning to the
very limits of official censorship and concealment. That I do not intend to permit to the extent that it is
in my control. And no official of my Administration, whether his rank is high or low, civilian or
military, should interpret my words here tonight as an excuse to censor the news, to stifle dissent, to
cover up our mistakes or to withhold from the press and the public the facts they deserve to
know.”
“For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies on covert
means for expanding its sphere of influence–on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion
instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by
day. It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a
tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic,
scientific and political operations.
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Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its mistakes are buried not headlined. Its dissenters are
silenced, not praised. No expenditure is questioned, no rumor is printed, no secret is revealed.”
“No President should fear public scrutinity of his program. For from that scrutiny comes
understanding; and from that understanding comes support or opposition. And both are necessary. I
am not asking your newspapers to support the Administration, but I am asking your help in the
tremendous task of informing and alerting the American people. For I have complete confidence in the
response and dedication of our citizens whenever they are fully informed.
I not only could not stifle controversy among your readers– I welcome it. This Administration intends
to be candid about its errors; for as a wise man once said: “An error does not become a mistake until
you refuse to correct it.” We intend to accept full responsibility for our errors; and we expect you to
point them out when we miss them.
Without debate, without criticism, no Administration and no country can succeed– and
no republic can survive. That is why the Athenian lawmaker Solon decreed it a crime for any citizen
to shrink from controversy. And that is why our press was protected by the First (emphasized)
Amendment– the only business in America specifically protected by the Constitution– not primarily
to amuse and entertain, not to emphasize the trivial and sentimental, not to simply “give the public
what it wants”–but to inform, to arouse, to reflect, to state our dangers and our opportunities, to
indicate our crises and our choices, to lead, mold educate and sometimes even anger public
opinion.
This means greater coverage and analysis of international news— for it is no longer far away
and foreign but close at hand and local. It means greater attention to improved understanding
of the news as well as improved transmission. And it means, finally, that government at all levels,
must meet its obligation to provide you with the fullest possible information outside the
narrowest limits of national security…”
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